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My SPW NewsPage View
Three other trim levels are Life (from £41,570), Family (£45,520) and Max (£49,880 ... farewell to Richard
Parry-Jones: engineering genius, proud Welshman and demon driver after a tragic ...

Genius opens in theaters today, starring Jude Law as the writer Thomas Wolfe and Colin Firth as
legendary editor Maxwell Perkins. It depicts the relationship between genius and mentor, though
by the ...
Theremin’s Bug: How The Soviet Union Spied On The US Embassy For 7
Years
The man leaned over his creation, carefully assembling the tiny pieces. This
was the hardest part, placing a thin silver plated diaphragm over the internal
chamber. The diaphragm had to be ...
The Ten Best Films of 1968
A. Scott Berg, Pulitzer prize winning author of the biography Lindbergh (1998) and the National
Book Award recipient for Max Perkins: Editor of Genius (1978); most recently, he is the editor
of an ...
Bloomberg Politics
Global warming has increased human activity at the top of the world,
and fueled interest from non-polar China. How it’s overseen must
reflect that. A Q&A with Brookings scholar Tanvi Madan about ...
Technology News
ABC News’ Linsey Davis examines the impact of technology during the
pandemic, what the future of technology may look like and speaks with
Chairman of VaynerX and CEO of Veefriends Gary ...
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Books
The Two Faces of January – UK/USA/France (DIRECTOR/WRITER Hossein
Amini PRODUCERS Tom Sternberg, Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Robyn
Slovo, Tim Bricknell, Max Minghella ... A comedy of musical
genius and ...
Michael Grandage
And it's about another world of the arts entirely — books. "Genius" is a
biopic about literary editor Max Perkins and his client Thomas Wolfe, who
wrote "Look Homeward, Angel" and "Of Time and the ...
We drive the new VW Id.4: Its first electric family car
Raymond Durgnat (I think) points out that Bunuel's preoccupation with
fetishist love differs little from, say, Max Ophuls' preoccupation with
sentimental romance--that all forms of love are pure ...

With new anthology, noted historian A. Scott Berg wants Americans to
remember sacrifice of World War I
Steven Spielberg has bought the movie rights. Sight unseen, at that.
One reason the author warrants this kind of faith is because his first
book, "Max Perkins: Editor of Genius,'' was not only a best ...
Doma Expands Underwriting Capabilities in Texas
Raymond Durgnat (I think) points out that Bunuel's preoccupation with
fetishist love differs little from, say, Max Ophuls' preoccupation with
sentimental romance--that all forms of love are pure ...

‘Genius’: 10 Films That Explore The Brilliant Mind
Advancing our title search technology in this market is an important
step toward our goal of removing friction and frustration from the
home buying process for everyone nationwide," said Max Simkoff, ...
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